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Very interesting and 
plausible results

Financial openness matters for TFP growth
The composition of financial inflows matters: FDI 
and equity are TFP boosters, whereas debt is not
The ‘absorption capacity’ of the recipient country 
matters: debt becomes less of a drag on TFP if 
financial development is more advanced
Only beyond a certain level of financial openness 
are (further) increases in it beneficial (threshold 
effect, multiple equilibria? Big bang needed?)
Basic results survive the robustness tests
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These findings are 
complementing our own
• Financial openness (debt and equity) and 

financial development raise the sensitivity of 
investment to the return on capital (itself a 
function of TFP)

• Financial development (de jure and de facto) 
raises the re-election probability of reformist 
governments 

• Threshold effect: tight regulation of product and 
labour market diminishes re-election probability 
of reformist government
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A comment

• No distinction between convergence to
the TFP frontier and impact of movements 
of the TFP frontier (latter more important 
in mature economies)

• Financial openness may interact with both 
as it diminishes the ‘distance’ from the 
frontier
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The basic specification:

∆ y = -α yt-1 + β’FO + …..

yt-1 to capture convergence effects

α is a gauge of the speed of convergence (the larger 
it is, the higher the speed).

Suggestion for a test
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The EU Economy 2007 Review:

if financial regulation is tight, the speed of 
convergence to the frontier declines (in services and 
ICT-related industries)

Authors could test this also for their measures of de 
jure and de facto financial market openness, as follows:

∆ y = -α yt-1-γ FOt .yt-1 + …..
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The EU Economy 2007 Review

Main effect 
confirms 

convergence

Interaction 
effect 

suggests 
tighter 

regulation 
reduces 

convergence
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The EU Economy 2007 Review:

TFP growth at the frontier spills over to TFP growth 
elsewhere, 

spill-over effect becomes weaker if financial markets 
are more tightly regulated,

Authors could test this for financial market openness, 
as follows:

∆y = δ ∆yfrontier + ε FOt . ∆yfrontier + …

.
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The EU Economy 2007 Review

Main effect 
confirms 
spillover

from frontier

Interaction 
effect 

suggests 
tighter 

regulation 
reduces the 

spillover
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Product and labour market regulation matter both for 
the speed of convergence to the frontier and the rate of 
spill-over from the frontier

This is implicit in this paper (assumption that 
financial openness prompts better regulation in 
financial, product and labour markets,) 

Could be tested explicitly by including product and 
labour market regulation gauges in the regressions
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